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Justin Stone: In His Words

Justin Stone Speaks
By Justin F. Stone

What is the importance of softness in T’ai Chi practice?
Any muscular tension causes the meridian channels to contract and the Chi can then not flow
freely through them. From the Chinese standpoint these channels not only have exterior points
but they directly lead to the inner organs. So, a free flow of Chi, the vital force, is an obvious
necessity.
Now, let us consider softness from a different standpoint. We know that the soft tongue outlasts
the solid teeth. And the soft water wears away the firm rocks, not the other way around. [People
in the East] point to the pliable bamboo that bends with the wind and then snaps back when the
storm has passed. The sturdy oak on the other hand resists the storm and after standing firm for
a while snaps and falls to the ground. All these are secrets of living of course. And after practicing T’ai Chi Chih for a while you will find that the principles spill over into your everyday life.
Now, in actual practice we want the body to flow smoothly, not have a series of disconnected
movements. Only when T’ai Chi Chih is done effortlessly with softness can the body, the arms
and the legs flow smoothly so as to get maximum results.

From Justin Stone Speaks on T’ai Chi Chih, a transcription of a taped lecture, excerpted
and reprinted with permission from Good Karma Publishing.

“T ai C hi C hih

is a

s erviCe

To

h umaniTy . i T

is a form of

L ove .” Justin stone, originator
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May The Vital Force Be With You

Resources Constantly At Our Fingertips
When was the last time you surfed YouTube to watch teacher Amy Tyksinski’s great TEDx talk, “The Effects of T’ai Chi Chih on High School
Students.” I encourage you to revisit it (or check it out for the first time),
give it a thumbs up, make a comment about your own TCC experience,
and share it. It’s a valuable resource.
The 2017 Conference Continued
The Boulder conference was bursting with so many great presentations
that we needed to roll many over into this issue. Even though they are by
teachers, they are directly applicable to students of all levels. See pages
3, 8-11 and 14-17.
We Are All The Beneficiary
Thank you to the anonymous teacher who bequeathed a percentage of
her IRA to The Vital Force. She writes: “Please share receipt of my gift.
It might encourage others to do the same. If every teacher included a
$1,000 bequest in their estate, it would make a huge difference. Most
people want to leave their kids as much as possible, but $1,000 less to
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your kids (especially if it is split by multiple kids) won’t be a drop missed
in the bucket.”
Year-End Donations
The Vital Force is committed to supporting community outreach activities. If you wish to participate in these efforts, donations are gratefully
accepted on www.taichichih.org, or by calling or writing using the contact information for The Vital Force on page 24.
~~~~

Justin is speaking. Do we hear him?
Sincere practice is rewarded – more than you know.
Practice when you feel like it. Practice when you don’t.
~ With gratitude. Kim Grant, Albuquerque, NM
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What Does The Vital Force Do?

~ Web Site Updates ~
The on-line database (for www.taichichih.org)
will be updated within a week of the following
deadlines: January 15, March 1, April 15, June 1, July
15, September 1, October 15, & December 1.

~ Submission Deadlines ~
January 1 for the February issue
April 1 for the May issue
July 1 for the August issue
October 1 for the November issue

• Produces a quarterly journal by and for
its members
• Creates and maintains taichichih.org
for everyone
• Keeps up the extensive teacher database
• Extends its reach through a blog and
e-newsletter
• Outreach for teachers and students
about TCC through social media
• Provide free subscriptions when we have
resources.

~ Submission Guidelines ~

Please send articles as Word documents, electronically, to kim@kimgrant.com. A 1/4 page in this
newsletter runs about 200 words; a 1/2 page is 400 words. We are always in need of photos and
artwork. Please send high resolution jpgs, which the Editor will crop and edit. If you have 10-12 pieces
of related artwork – calligraphy, drawings, photographs, or something that will reproduce well in B/W
– please submit them for consideration in an entire issue. The Vital Force reserves the right to edit
submission for length and clarity.

~ Giving ~

Please consider a tax-deductible contribution to support The Vital Force’s essential and vast outreach.
Membership fees cover the journal; our other activities continue through the discretion and generous
support of our giving base. They allow us to effectively reach hundreds of thousands of practitioners
around the globe. Thanks to our supporters who:
• Bequeath assets to The Vital Force in their estate planning
• Gift stocks to maximize their tax-efficient, year-end contributions
• Contribute monthly (aka our “sustaining members”)
• Give through their employer’s matching programs, thereby doubling their contributions
• Donate by credit card via www.taichichih.org
• Donate by check to: The Vital Force, PO Box 92674, Albuquerque, NM 87199
• Identify The Vital Force as their non-profit charity-of-choice when shopping at smile.amazon.com

Editor: Kim Grant • Membership: Mary Ruiz • Submissions: Send articles, poetry and photos to Kim Grant at kim@kimgrant.com or to The Vital Force, P.O. Box 92674, Albuquerque, NM 87199-2674 • Memberships: Send
membership subscription requests, renewals, remittances and changes of address to The Vital Force, P.O. Box 92674, Albuquerque, NM 87199-2674. Memberships are $50/year for US and international. Members receive four
issues of The Vital Force. Multi-year discounts are available. Teachers who subscribe receive a free listing on taichichih.org. The annual Teacher Directory is available for free at www.taichichih.org. If, for some reason, you do
not receive an issue, send an e-mail to: kim.grant@taichichih.org. • Design: Amy K. Brown.
The Vital Force is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization serving T’ai Chi Chih practitioners worldwide. • Board of Directors: Dora Derzon, Guy Kent, Lisa M. Otero. • Copyright 2017 The Vital Force Journal Inc. Not for reprint,
redistribution, or reuse in any format without written permission. All rights reserved. • T’ai Chi Chih® is a federally registered trademark of Good Karma Publishing, Inc
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Conference 2017

Continuity:
Push Pull & Rocking
Motion Through The
Lens Of Expansion &
Contraction
By Amy Tyksinski,
Albuquerque, New Mexico

I have observed that practitioners
lose out on feeling the flow of the Chi in Push
Pull and Rocking Motion by turning the hands
around too soon, prior to completing the backward weight shift.
First, let’s delve into Rocking Motion. From
the point in the movement where the practitioner has fully shifted forward and is up on
the balls of the feet (heels lifted) and the hands
are at shoulder height, the hands turn gently
over and begin their cascade downward in
sync with the downward/backward weight
shift. As the hands pass by the hips, the wrists
release completely (this is easy to forget and
very powerful).
Holding tension in the wrists where it is not
necessary blocks the flow of the Chi, just as
engaging the wrists where appropriate enhances Chi flow. Releasing the wrists as the
palms pass the hips, the hands do not turn
palms up just yet. The body is still shifting
backward from the tan t’ien, and so, too, the
hands continue to travel back, led by the invitation from the tan t’ien, palms facing the wall
behind the practitioner as the toes lift.
The palms complete their trace around a small
circle in the back before facing forward, as the
body, initiated by the forward movement of
the tan t’ien, invites the palms to move forward as well. I have found that the movement
loses its power if the hands prematurely turn
around to face the front wall in an effort to
cultivate continuity while the body is still
moving back in space.
Continuity in all the movements is more
powerfully achieved through feeling the
expansion and contraction inside the body
as activated through the dynamics of the
weight shift and aligning with it, not applying seeming smoothness to the movement

of the hands by turning them around prior to
fully completing the weight shift in a given
movement. In fact, for me, when I turn the
hands around too soon, the flow of the Chi
seems to be cut off rather than enhanced.
Rocking Motion and Push Pull seem very
closely related to me when viewed through
the lens of expansion and contraction. More
and more in my own practice, I am aware
of dimensionality being created as the body
shapes and accords with the Chi. This experience has led me to understand the principle of
Continuity through a larger lens.
Push Pull has the same potential for missing its full power if the practitioner cuts short
the completion of the return of the hands over
the top of the ellipse by turning them forward
before the weight has fully shifted back. Instead, after coming over the top of the ellipse,
relax the wrists and allow the hands to drop
slightly in toward the chest; and then allow
the wrist to softly flex and the fingers to lift
up (not drop down and around) as you place
the palms forward again at the shoulders to
complete the movement. Done in this manner, one can experience the completion of the
backward weight shift and a simultaneous
powerful opening into the heart as the hands
drop slightly down. Through the activation of
the side of the wrists (wrist vitality) you will
also find a deeper integration and synchronization from the tan t’ien as you begin the next
repetition. (Please observe Justin practice this
movement on his 1990 DVD.)

initiate all, all must emerge from and return to
this center from which the movements originate.
I would encourage us to allow continuity to
be held in the larger container of movement of
the tan t’ien. Can we feel what occurs in each
of the transitions of the movements, where the
tan t’ien, once flowing in one direction, expands in that direction, reaches an apex, contracts, shifts direction, and then expands in
another direction. I struggle to find words for
this inner experience, however. Maybe there
are others who would like to comment?
Uniformity of pace is essential. Justin used
to say, “Don’t rush the back swing!” Justin also used to comment, “The concept you
have of T’ai Chi Chih is all-important.”
Continuity, as one of the principles of TCC,
can be understood more deeply as a felt-sense
in the body expressed within the flow of the
weight shift as originating from the tan t’ien
and contained within the inner experience of
expansion and contraction.
If the way I have presented Push Pull here differs from the way you learned it, I invite you
to spend some time with Justin’s 1990 DVD
and focus on the flow from the tan t’ien as you
shift the weight fully forward and fully back.
Feel the enhanced wrist vitality as you softly
engage and release the wrists as you start and
complete each movement. Feel the relationship between the hands and the tan t’ien; feel
the continuous flow of the Chi, and let that be
your guide.

While presenting Push Pull at the teacher conference, a couple of friends raised
a wonderful question. If the hands drop in
toward the chest so that the pinkies are almost parallel to the ground at end of the
backward weight shift, where is the continuity? The practitioner must then lift her
hands from this more sideways position
and return them to the point where the
fingertips are pointing upward before the
tan t’ien carries her forward again, which
might seem an abrupt stop, rather than a
continuous flow.
The answer, I believe, comes from understanding TCC through the movement of
the tan t’ien and the weight shift. Justin
often commented that TCC is done below
the waist. The tan t’ien is our guide; it must
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April Leffler and Laurie Jacobi, fingertip
energy “from the most distant star” at the
Boulder conference.
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By Teachers, For All

Evolution Through Chi
By Hannah Hedrick, Fern Forest, Big Island, Hawaii

After 30 years of teaching T’ai Chi Chih, I am experiencing a deeper appreciation of Justin Stone’s approach to “Evolution
Through Chi.” I still have a few print copies of the 1991 booklet of the
1990 TCC Teacher Conference lecture, transcribed by Carolyn Shaw
and put into booklet form by Doug Shilson.
I have always approached my TCC practice and teaching with as much
teh as possible, including gratefully accepting movement corrections
over the years. I am still trying to incorporate the many personal suggestions made by Justin.
But after four years of teaching at a nursing home, I do not focus on
correcting students doing their very best to follow the movements.
I feel more deeply attuned to Justin’s final words in the “Evolution
through Chi” presentation. My experiences increasingly bear witness
to Justin’s claim that teaching TCC is an important way for us to serve
as “Divine Agents of evolution.”
I feel that my most important “service to mankind” right here, right
now, is to allow the TCC movements to support the evolution these
residents are undergoing in the final years or months of their lives.
Many of them are too demented to communicate with others at any
significant level. It touches my heart more deeply than I can express
when I see the eyes of stroke survivors and people with Alzheimer’s
begin to shine as they feel enhanced Chi circulation. As I and their
fellow residents move in unison around them, they begin to move any
way they can in harmony with us. Even if only one arm is moving, I
assure them that they are moving perfectly. Even if only their eyes are
following us, I smile and tell them I can see they are doing TCC in
their minds.
Participants do not judge the correctness of their own movements or
the movements of those around them. They seem to have compassion
for their unresponsive limbs,
using an unaffected limb to
assist the one that is damaged. Some residents who are
barely able to lift their heads
become more alert and communicative, to the delight of
family members and staff.
I drive 60 miles round trip to
teach two nursing home classes. I try to make that drive
part of my TCC practice, anticipating and then reliving
the profound benefits we all
receive from achieving “Joy
Through Movement.”
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Five Things That Never
Change In TCC Practice
By Pat Finstad, Sarasota, Florida

After teaching T’ai Chi Chih for many years, it dawned
on me that some things never change throughout the movements.
When I started using this idea in my classes, students liked it and I
could immediately see an improvement in how they moved. The five
things are:
The shape of the hands: While the position of the hands changes
often, the shape of the hands (relaxed and slightly rounded, fingers
separated) does not. It’s almost as if at the beginning of practice you
put on a pair of invisible magic gloves that hold your hands in this soft,
comfortable position for the duration of the practice.
This is the most important of the five things that never change. When
the hands are softly relaxed (not collapsed, of course), the rest of the
body is more likely to relax. When one’s hands are tense it’s almost impossible to relax the wrists, arms and shoulders, thus hindering rather
than encouraging the flow of the Chi.
The position of the shoulders: They remain down, never rising up
toward the ears, which is a common mistake with beginners. How often do we see the shoulders rising as the hands/arms rise in Rocking
Motion?
The position of the head: The head remains up, never down. This is
helpful for those who have a tendency to lower their head when they
lower their hands. Our motto becomes, ‘Head up, shoulders down.”
They seem to go together.
The spine remains vertical: There is no leaning in any direction: forward, back, or to the side. The legs do the work of carrying the erect,
but relaxed, torso wherever it needs to go.
The elbows always point down: I borrowed this
from a story in The Vital Force. Imagine that your
elbows have weights on them, so that no matter what position the arms are in the elbows are
pointing down, not out to the side, as we often see
in the “Taffies”, and not pulled up into a straightened arm, as is often seen in Push Pull.
This list could be extended, of course, but these
five points, when introduced early and reviewed
at the start of each session, easily address some
habits that beginners almost universally develop,
and which can take the longest to correct.

Where in the World: Ron Richardson at Giant’s
Causeway; Northern Ireland.
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Sharing The Chi

TCC For All Seasons
By Nancy Daniel, Wallingford, Pennsylvania

Untitled

By Nancy Johnson,
Long Beach, California

It’s early March in Philadelphia. Twelve degrees and gusty winds. Biting icy snow and sleet
still falling on already icy streets. No problem. The roads between home and the train station are flat,
and once at my destination I don’t even have to go outside. I am going to the annual Philadelphia
Flower Show.
I meet my friend on schedule at the Convention Center and enjoy several hours of indoor “springtime.”
Forests have been created, complete with waterfalls. Roses bloom, tomatoes ripen, hyacinths smell
sweet. Master gardeners share their wisdom at pop-up seminars. Vendors with garden-related fare from
around the world have set up shop.
My friend must take an earlier train home, but I wander a bit longer. By the time I board my homebound train, I am happily exhausted. I fall asleep as soon as the train is in motion, and wake to hear
the conductor announcing a next stop – not on my route. I had boarded the train heading the opposite
direction from home.
The next stop is an isolated one with no indoor shelter. But the stop beyond that is way beyond, and by
the time I get back to Center City I could miss the last scheduled train home. The safer bet seems to be
to change directions at the earliest opportunity, even though it’s a 45-minute wait for the next train. I
gather my belongings; I am the only person to get off.
Oh dear. It’s even colder, even windier, and the icy snow is still blowing. Ah … a sheltered bench and
enough time to do a full practice. I position myself to take advantage of the shelter. It’s cold, but I’m
mostly out of the wind, and Rocking Motion feels like the greatest blessing ever. Bird Flaps its Wings
stares a gust of wind in the face. The “Platters,” Bass Drum and the “Daughters” are solid against the
elements. Carrying the Ball – of persistence – to the Side. Pushing the cold away and Pulling in the
warming Chi. Pulling in the Energy that cuts the chill. The “Taffies” – low, steady, deliberate, fully
grounding. Working – “no effort” but really Working – the Pulley. Light – and warmth – to the Top
of the Head and the Temples. Seeing clouds of warm Joyous Breath. Minutes are Passing with the
Clouds. Six Sounds have never felt more Healing, nor a Consciousness Pose more Cosmic. With the
final grounding, I realize I am warm and centered. While I am contemplating my gratitude for TCC, a
train whizzes by on the far track, its wake spewing tiny ice pellets across my face.
Uh-oh. I never crossed the tracks, did I?
Filled with the peace of a good practice, I once again gather up my belongings and in perfect balance
inch carefully down the icy stairs, cross under the bridge, and head up the stairs to the tracks on the
other side. Amazing: there’s enough time to do a full practice. And so I do. And I end up on that last
scheduled train after all, and all is well.

You Never Know
By Nancy Daniel, Wallingford, Pennsylvania

A couple of years ago when I had a layover in Charlotte I found a screened off area that was in
view of a check-in desk. I was doing some T’ai Chi Chih while waiting for my flight when an impatient
and irate customer began yelling at the counter attendant for something she obviously had nothing to
do with. I remember thinking how well she handled it. After the incident passed, the attendant came
over and said, “Thank you. I was able to keep calm through that because I could feel the good energy
from whatever it is you’re doing. What is it?” We never know when we’ll get to share the Chi.
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T’ai Chi Chih is good for you
For harmony and balance
Stimulate and circulate
Your Chi and hidden talents
Rocking Motion starts us off
Along the way of healing
Benefits will come along
And foster calmer feelings
The “Daughters” and the “Taffies”
We’ll meet along the way
Softly move the ball along
When you come here to play
Around the Platter 1 and 2
Trace circles in the air
Push and pull while shifting weight
We move with lots of care
Pulling in the energy
From the farthest star
Our fingers get all tingly
The Chi flows from afar
The pulley glides us back and forth
The drummer passes by
You’ll feel release of tension
All you have to do is try
The lights appear around your head
To set your mind at ease
Soon you will be so relaxed
Your life will be a breeze
With a sigh our joyous breath
Will heal our inner flow
Sounds of healing welcome us
The cosmos shine and glow
We’re grateful for this practice
Watching passing clouds go by
Each day we’re getting lighter
Like birds flapping in the sky
So gather round for T’ai Chi Chih
I hope you will participate
We’ll meet again next Tuesday
And start at 10:00
Now don’t be late
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Teacher Conference 2018

Flowing From Emptiness
In Philadelphia: July 26-29, 2018
By April Leffler, Prospect Park, Pennsylvania

Imagine my surprise when Sandy invited me to host next
year’s conference. As we talked about the generalities of hosting, I
consciously checked in with the tan t’ien to hear what it had to say.
While the personality/ego hesitated, the tan t’ien sensed that this was
an opportunity for expansion and growth, so I (and it) agreed.
In addition to the “say yes” feeling, faces of people popped into my
head for inclusion on the committee. The very next day, during a
meeting with new teacher Kathleen McAllister about other things, I
asked if she’d like to co-host next year’s conference because she was
the first person that popped (or was pushed?) into my head. Kathleen
had already planned to ask me to host next year’s conference with an
offer that she’d help. Coincidence? I think not. Cosmos seems to be
saying, “Look alive and pay attention to what is unfolding.”
Shortly after our meeting, I received a DVD that I’d loaned to a friend
about a Zen calligraphic painter, Alok Hsu Kwang-han, who asserts
that creativity “arises from emptiness, the silent space that houses the
intelligence prior to thought.” Alok states that the journey of transformation becomes possible when we are simply “present, available,
playful and not knowing.”
As it lay on my living room floor for days, I noticed the title: Moving
from Emptiness. In T’ai Chi Chih language, it would be Flowing from
Emptiness. I immediately felt a jolt of energy: This is the theme for
the teacher conference.
The mind questioned it. Shouldn’t there be meetings to brainstorm?
Shouldn’t there be a vote? Input from others? Could this be the effort
of no effort in action?
Preparin to write this, I emailed some teachers for their thoughts and
musings about Flowing from Emptiness and received several beautiful articles. (Thank you.) I pulled out my notebook and pen to jot
notes down. The pen ran out of ink as if to say, flow from emptiness
and type this without reference to others’ articles.
What’s the point of this? Perhaps it’s simply an invitation and gentle
nudge for us to pay attention, to let go of preconceived plans and
ideas and to allow ourselves to be present, playful and not knowing. Perhaps when we let go of what we think should happen, we
open ourselves up to the impeccable guidance in the Cosmic Rhythm.
When we simply and consciously allow, amazing things happen. The
intention for next year’s conference is to do just that. Please mark
your calendars and plan to join us in Philadelphia from July 26-29.

Rocky Mountain High
To The Streets Of Philadelphia
By Kathleen McAllister, Broomall, Pennsylvania

Great things happened for our country here in Philadelphia.
Think about taking time to see The Liberty Bell and Independence
Hall, the National Constitution Center, the nation’s first flags at
the Betsy Ross House. Or head out to Valley Forge to see George
Washington’s winter 1777 encampment, one of the nation’s bestknown Revolutionary War landmarks.
When living in Valley Forge, I found a canon ball while digging
in our garden. Cool, right? Penn’s Landing runs along Philly’s waterfront area and is the site of festivals, concerts, shows and other
fun stuff. It’s definitely a favorite summer hot spot. From here you
can catch a glimpse of the Battleship New Jersey, walk through the
sculpture garden, visit the Seaport Museum, go roller-skating or
catch the ferry to Camden and visit the New Jersey State Aquarium. Walk along the Schuylkill River and watch boaters out on the
water, head past Boathouse Row or stroll to the Philadelphia Art
Museum to see Van Gogh, Monet, Pissarro, Picasso and Dali.
Want creepy? Visit Eastern State Penitentiary, a haunting building
that once held America’s most notorious gangster, Al Capone. My
favorite Philly museum is the Mutter Museum, home to Einstein’s
brain and other beautifully preserved anatomical specimens.
If the stage calls you, you’ll find Broadway shows at the Walnut
Street Theatre, the Forrest Theatre, Merriam Theater, and more.
For dancing the night away, you’ll find live music everywhere,
whether it’s a little jazzy trio or a full-blown head banging concert.
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, Bartram’s Garden, Tyler Arboretum, The Barnes Arboretum, Shofuso Japanese House & Garden,
Longwood Gardens are absolutely breathtaking.
And let’s not forget the Philly food scene. We even have a “Taste
of Philly” tour at the Reading Terminal Market. You’ve probably
heard Philly is home to cheese steak, but save room for hoagies,
water ice, soft pretzels and more.
Hop on the double-decker Big Bus (about $30) from the Doubletree by Hilton Hotel and then hop on and off as much as you like.
There are 27 stops near 100 attractions. Or sit back and soak in the
history, sights and sunshine, and the Big Bus will circle back to the
Doubletree.
Join us for the 2018 T’ai Chi Chih Teacher Conference and visit
our fabulous city.

Have you flowed from emptiness today?
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Teacher Training Tips

Enjoy The NOW
In Your Practice
By Daniel Pienciak, Howell, New Jersey

One phrase from my limited studies in meditation is that of “nothing of what was before, nothing of
what is to come.” This has opened up a rich awareness
in my T’ai Chi Chih / Seijaku practice.
I have come to think of the practice as a balance of
motion and stillness. At first look, the stillness of TCC
comes in the grounding of the palms down position at
the end of each set of movements. As our practice deepens, we become more aware of stillness and “now.”
At some point in my learning, I finally “got” that real
grounding occurs when I really let go, or relax physically (without becoming limp in my posture). The
shoulders, pelvis, knees, ankles and wrists feel as if
they all go “ahhh.” And all bodyweight is surrendered
to the feet. We need to bring this into our conscious
awareness every time that we ground after a set of
movements.
The less obvious (but equally wonderful) moments
come at the end of each weight shift in that fleeting
second when one weight shift ends, but before the next
begins. I have become aware that when I think my
weight shift has completed, there is more letting go to
do, and then the body fully releases. The pelvis “gives”
into total relaxation which drops the weight completely
down into the soles of the feet, relaxing the entire upper body, knees, ankles and feet.
In that moment, there is only the now of feeling solid and stable, yet totally relaxed with the weight on
one foot, and the body in surrender to quiet. This helps
open the mind to the awareness that every moment is
a now moment, “nothing of what was, nothing of what
is to come.”
In being still after moving, the mind knows only now.
There is no thought of the previous movement, nor
of the next. It is as if leaving no trace. Any footprints
that were made are gone. Any missed opportunities or
thoughts that a movement did not feel right are gone.
No judgment. No comparison. Only now.
As Justin wrote in Spiritual Odyssey, “You can chase
your shadow all day and never catch it, but stand still at
noon and it will merge with the body – with no effort.”
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A Season Of Gratitude
By Pam Towne, Oceanside, California

I am so grateful for what Justin Stone shared with us, and
certainly for the gifts of T’ai Chi Chih and Seijaku. Yet underlying these
transformational practices, he taught a way of life, a way of being aware in
the present moment.
A way of softening and letting go.
A way of being flexible like the bamboo.
A way of Peace, of Love, of Joy.
A way of Gratitude.
Justin would often
quote his friend
Paul Reps as saying,
“How grateful I am,
with no thing to be
grateful for.” Justin
would
frequently
follow this with,
“Note he didn’t say,
‘nothing to be grateful for.’”
I first heard this
many years ago, at a
time when I had a multitude of complaints – about myself, others, situations, life in general. So, I started practicing gratitude and kept a gratitude
journal. Before going to sleep I would note at least three things I’d been
grateful for that day.
I started catching myself when I complained, and noticed that my complaints were generally to people who couldn’t do anything about them.
Gradually I began shifting my thoughts from what I didn’t like to what I
was grateful for. And I discovered that I got more of what I focused on.
I began focusing on many ways TCC was helping me physically, mentally,
emotionally and spiritually. Instead of needing nine to ten hours of sleep, it
brought me more energy, so I could accomplish more on six to eight hours
of sleep. It improved my health, regulated my blood pressure from low
to normal, and my metabolism from hypothyroid to normal. It helped me
relax, release stress and feel more peaceful.
Mentally it enhanced my awareness, focus, productivity and creativity. It
helped me be more flexible and adapt to change. Emotionally, I was less
fearful and more courageous and self confident, more trusting of my world
as a safe and friendly place. I became more gentle, loving and accepting of
myself and others. It revealed my connection with you and our true nature
of joy.
How have you benefited from practicing TCC? What are you grateful for?
I am grateful for you as a part of our TCC community and for the positive
difference we make in the world.
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Grounding
By Marie Dotts, Loveland, Colorado

Introduction
The perspective on grounding that I would like to play
with involves our capacity to
merge with the force of gravity and to root deeply into our
bodies and the earth.
There is a wonderful Chinese
proverb that says, “When the
Chi (energy) starts at your
center, goes down through
the hips and knees and out
through the Bubbling Spring,
this spirit of lightness comes
up through the Bubbling
Spring, the knees and hips
and when it reaches the top
of your head, all dullness vanishes.”
These two currents, the downward and upward are
directly proportional. The amount of energy that
can flow up through the soles of our feet is equal
to the amount of energy that we allow to flow down
through the soles of the feet.
This is maybe why Justin said that you should begin T’ai Chi Chih as though you have a hangover,
no friends, and just lost your last penny. Just hearing this, your energy drops.
What I would like to explore is a principle in our
TCC practice that has one of the greatest impacts
on our capacity to allow this downward flow of Chi
and that is alignment. We know that energy flows
best through a straight pipe. We also know that
when the body leans, tension is created; and where
there is tension, the energy cannot flow.
I remember Ed Altman saying once, “Alignment
and stance prevent 1000 problems in the form. You
cannot compensate for poor alignment.” It is one of
the first things he said he addresses with his students and it is one of the
first things I also address with my students.
I understand there is an argument that if you teach a student to flow
from their tan t’ien they will be in alignment and that is true. The problem that I have found is that most of us have been disconnected from
our tan t’ien for a very long time. We think we are flowing from our
tan t’ien, and are in alignment, but we are not. Our habit energies or
8

our conditioned ways of moving are very, very strong and for most of
us unconscious.
Let me give you an example in my own practice. I have a strong habit
energy to shift my weight forward with my knee going inward and my
weight ending up more towards the left of my foot versus being centered in my foot. I spent many years not even aware of the problem, just
the result of it, which was tension, imbalance and unstableness in my
forward weight shift. Eventually, I became aware of my misalignment
but was not able to consistently shift my weight without the habit pattern taking over. In fact, last year at the Accreditation here, Pam Towne
noticed it and brought it to my attention. I told her I was aware of it and
was continuing to work on it. With continued persistence, I finally had
a breakthrough this past year. I became aware of the root cause of the
habit pattern. It was a deep resistance in my right hip to allow the Chi
to flow through it. At a certain part of the weight shift my restricted hip
had more power than my presence in the tan t’ien. This deeper awareness or understanding empowered me to make a choice. The choice
to let go of the resistance in my hip and to allow my tan t’ien to lead.
So let us now play a little with alignment. What does proper alignment
look like?
Demonstration
[Marie brings up a teacher during her conference presentation.]
Most students who start TCC do not understand
proper alignment. Their pelvis is too far forward
and their shoulders are behind their pelvis. With
permission, I will gently push with my finger on
their upper chest. They easily lose their balance.
I then help them find their proper alignment and
push them again. They are shocked to experience
such greater support and stability. This excites
them since so many come wanting to improve their
balance. They often share that when I put them in
proper alignment they feel that they are leaning forward. I explain that it will take time to re-train their
inner ear to the correct alignment.
Alignment Exercise
The only way to get aligned is to feel it. So let us
feel our alignment by first feeling our weight centered over the soles of the feet. Now, since most
of us have a tendency to move our pelvis forward
take your two index fingers and push your hips
back till you feel your sit bones over your heels.
Now gently tuck your tailbone to level your pelvis.
This will naturally bring your shoulders forward but sense in and see if
you can actually feel your shoulders directly over your pelvis. Lastly,
bring your chin in to align your head over your spine. Note, your core
muscles need to be awake and engaged to maintain alignment. You
have to be present to stay aligned! You leave the core of your body and
you will lose your alignment. Now let’s play with it. Gently move your
shoulders back till you feel tension creep into your body especially
your knees. Now move your shoulders forward till you feel that tension
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release. When I am properly aligned I can bob up and down without
tension. I sometimes jokingly call this my gorilla pose.
Alignment in your Forward and Back Weight Shift
I would like to now look at alignment in the forward and back weight
shift. I will just share some of the more common issues I see.
• I often see people not getting their hips back enough and aligned
over their foot before starting their weight shifts and in the back
weight shift. Justin knew the importance of this, which is why we
heard him often say, “sit on the back leg.”
• In the forward weight shift I often see the pelvis hold back and the
knee compensating by lunging forward. Lifting up the back leg and
balancing on the front leg helps you get an idea of what it feels like
to be aligned over your weighted leg. Remember, your knee should
never be forward of your toes.
• Another place is the beginning of your weight shift back. The tendency is to lead with your shoulder, taking you out of alignment. It
takes a lot of presence to begin the shift back from your tan t’ien.
Lastly, I would encourage you to be aware of your alignment before
you sink down to close at the end of each movement. I especially
make a point to check my pelvis because it has a strong tendency
to move forward. Proper alignment in the rest position
will support a greater downward flow of Chi.
Spiritual Aspect
In the book, Chi Walking, Danny Dreyer shares that his
T’ai Chi teacher used to have him practice his posture
stance in class for 90 minutes a week twice a week.
His teacher would tell him to just stand there, without
moving and then walk away. The teacher would come
back in 20 minutes only to make a small adjustment to
his posture and then he would leave Danny for another
20 minutes. That went on for the whole first month of
class. What a powerful awareness exercise of inward
attunement to our alignment.
I invite you now to stand in alignment as I share some
closing thoughts. If you need to sit though, please do
so. As you stand, imagine a golden thread from the ceiling connected to the crown of your head,
supporting your bones and lifting your
spine upward. At the same time, feel your
muscles letting go, relaxing, allowing your
energy to sink through your center, through
your hips and knees and down to the Bubbling Spring (soles of the feet). Let yourself feel both the downward current and the
support of upward current at the same time.
Our physical alignment is really a mirror
to our alignment with the Truth of who
and what we are. It is only when we are
aligned with the Truth of who we are that
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we can experience life without gripping and grasping. We know we
are aligned with truth when we feel peace, comfort and an inner relaxation at all levels of our being. The subtle vertical core of our body
is both our deepest connection with ourselves and the basis of our
connection and oneness with others.
I would like to read something to you now from the book “The Enlightenment Process: A Guide to Embodied Spiritual Awakening” by
Judith Blackstone.
“Fundamental (Cosmic) Consciousness is realized through inward
attunement to the internal space of the body, and in particular, to the
subtle channel that runs through the vertical core of the body. This
means that realization is based on inward penetration to the center of
our being. The subtle channel is called sushumma in Hindu yoga, and
the central channel in Tibetan Buddhism.
Most people live their whole lives without any contact with the vertical core of their own body. This is because access to the core is
obstructed by psychological defenses, repressed memories, and emotions that become embedded in the tissues of our body, making them
too dense and rigid to be easily penetrated by our consciousness. One
of my more humorous students told me, after his first experience
of being in the vertical core of his body, “I’ve been most places in
the world, but I’ve never been here before.”...
For each of us, the subtle core of our
body is our entranceway into Fundamental (Cosmic) Consciousness. ...We know
when we enter the vertical core of the
body, for it has a specific quality. It has
a fine, electrical charge and within that,
stillness and a quality that we can recognize as truth, or essence.”
My journey in TCC has been and continues to be the journey to this inner subtle
core. Exploring my actual physical alignment in my TCC practice has been fundamental to this journey.
Justin Stone was also aware of the importance of our vertical core. Chapter 1, in
Heightened Awareness is titled, “Posture
& State of Mind. Here is a quote from
that chapter, “After a few days of watching your posture and your state of mind,
you may make an unexpected discovery
- that your posture is influenced by your
state of mind and your state of mind has a
great deal to do with your posture.”
I thank you for playing with me and may
the exploration of your alignment bring
you many delightful discoveries!
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Introduction
to Seijaku:
Joyous Breath
Conference Talk
By Carmen L. Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, New Mexico

When Justin first introduced Seijaku and he

got to Joyous Breath, he said, “We won’t do Joyous Breath
because you already know how
to do it.” Joyous Breath is done
Seijaku style. So, I have called
Joyous Breath the Grandmother/
Grandfather of Seijaku. Some
people thought that it was not to
be practiced when doing Seijaku;
however, Justin only meant that
you didn’t have to learn anything
new. If you do Joyous Breath
well, you will have no trouble
learning Seijaku.
Let’s review: Use a strong, audible breath; use the back of the throat; drop/relax the jaw; use
the hands (i.e. cupped palms) in a strong/vigorous manner,
but only in the palms of the hands, not the arms or back.
The intention of Seijaku is to introduce the practitioner to
an advanced usage of the T’ai Chi Chih movements, with
slight variations to some of the movements. Justin said that
each time that we practice Seijaku we evolve at the rate
of 1000 years. Obviously that is a great shift to all levels
of our being: mental, emotional, and physical. Even more
important is the giant leap in consciousness that is made.
We move from me to we.
Being good students of the Chi, we truly begin to learn
what ‘chih’ in T’ai Chi Chih means. Chih is ‘Knowledge
Of.’ This ‘knowledge of’, is what TCC has been preparing
us to know, experience, and put into action in our bodies
and our life, with the full ability on all levels of our being.
Seijaku was only meant to be an oral tradition, which is why
Justin never wrote a book about it, and told us to pass it on
orally, as he had given it to us. Passing it on orally conveys
more than just where to place hands and feet, but with the
breath (different than in TCC– which has no special method of breathing), a new strength is conveyed and with each
practice the body gains in strength and wisdom. There are
several parts to the Seijaku practice. We learn to love and
share the Chi.
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Pyramid Poems On The Jing
from Carmen Brocklehurst’s April 2017 TCC Retreat
push
in push
harder if
you want to gain
benefits
from this
jing
– Jerry G.

merge
the jing
assists us
cellular notes
vibration
singing
me
– amy tyksinski

jing
about
pushing the
energy in
to the bone
marrow
strength
– robert

breathe
slowly
patience while
energy fills
spiraling
thrumming
in
– Lisa stroyan

breathe
deeply
wait stop it’s
suffocating
wait stop go
ahead
breathe
– Unknown

chi
moving
being stored
scintillating
in the bones
living
joy
– Dora wiemann

in
into
the marrow
into the depth
of the body
storing
chi
– Leya

chi
push in
expand out
chi purify
bone marrow
giving
life
– Larry sava

spark
it is
creation
moving deeply
in healing
turquoise
light
– CarmeLa beCk

Pyramid Poems On The Toning Sound
from Carmen Brocklehurst’s April 2017 TCC Retreat
being (life)
vibrates
the origin
from the tanden
our life force
growing
strong
– CarmeLa beCk

hear
that the
sound of all
creation that
is softened
by only
time
– Jerry G.

sound
essence
connecting
vibrating life
create new
we hear
life
– m.r.

the
ever
lasting sound
neither starts nor
finishes
it just
is
– Dora wiemann

sound
can be
deafening
silence is the
path for us
to be
still
– robert

sound
vibrates
from center
expand out from
tan t’ien
then back
home
– J. veerkamp

sound
vibrates
life tendrils
murmuration
receding
and yet
new
– amy tyksinski

tones
sound like
abundance
filling the void
Resonance
lingers
true
– Lisa stroya

share
the chi
with dear friends
whose bodies ache
whose souls cry
teach them
joy
-- shari hoLmes
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Boulder
By Bobbie Anderson, Highland, Illinois

It had been two years since Andy passed. He loved attending the T’ai Chi Chih teacher conferences, and we had attended most since
our certification in San Antonio in 2000. Since he and I co-taught all our TCC classes, the thought of attending without him was something I
couldn’t consider until this year. Ginny Morgan and I had been emailing since we both experienced the loss of our husbands. She, too, hadn’t attended a recent conference, so we decided that
2017 was the year.
It was wonderful seeing old friends, teachers and making new friends. But it brought
back many bittersweet memories of the fun and learning Andy and I had together. All
who knew Andy, and even some that didn’t, expressed condolences and shared memories
of him and the TCC mobiles he created and sold at the vendor table. Some brought me
to tears. Steve Stevens shared a photo of Andy and me in 2014. One teacher noticed a
dragonfly that stayed with me during our last TCC morning practice. She believed it was
Andy doing the movements as we had done many times together.
I had not taught TCC since Andy’s passing but before the conference, I was asked to
teach the residents of The Shrine of Our Lady of the Snows. After much consideration, I
took this as a sign. Andy would have wanted me to do it. After the first class I received
a request to teach at an assisted living complex, where I now offer standing and seated
TCC. Andy and I had never taught seated TCC. Learning more about seated TCC was one
of my main focuses at the conference.
I stayed for Seijaku, which was rewarding and a great review. I now do it most days,
which is something I hadn’t done since certification in 2000. I am so thankful to have
attended the conference. Being with teachers was very healing, and I thank everyone for
their kindness and friendship. I look forward to next year’s conference.

I Knew Her When

By Holly Trenary, Loveland, Colorado
Idyllic Life, Blessed Be
From cabin to coop, to castle
Up and down, moved all around
Fourteen times to come home.
Heavy load - Mother, daughter, breadwinner, lover
Full of anger, full of fear; I carry the burden alone
Rigidly exhausted, alone on the floor
Here or gone, matters no more
Holding On, I say Yes!
Thank you again, and again.
Dancing and moving with T’ai Chi Chih
Confidence, resources, thoughts abound
Grounded, centered, Seijaku relaxed
Delighted, enchanted, and Regal She be
Giving & Blessing & Free!
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Before and after accreditation
photos of Holly Trenary.
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Justin Stone’s Heightened Awareness

Heightened Awareness
By Justin F. Stone

~~~~

Why The Need For Heightened Awareness
Bare attention,” or Mindfulness, is the first step in gaining a “heightened awareness.” But by itself, it is not enough. This bare attention to
progress leads to a deeper awareness. Bare attention, by itself, means
that every action is performed mindfully, in full conscious awareness,
and that trends of thought are discerned and noted instead of becoming
unconscious fantasies and stream of consciousness trends. Since we
perform so many acts from habit, without even realizing we are doing
them (shaving, combing the hair, washing the teeth, heating the water
for tea), we become automatons in many areas, and this is the very
opposite of “heightened awareness.”
To know that we have placed our shoes under the bed – to know it and
not assume it – is a great step forward in achieving bare attention and
the beginning of the way to a heightened awareness. To realize that our
posture is a slumping one – without feeling the need to immediately
correct it – is to observe the posture in complete attention. To be aware
of the gradual aging of the lines in one’s face when looking in the
mirror, and not to pretend the lines aren’t there, is true attention, and
it can lead to understanding, the knowledge that nothing is permanent
and that change is inevitable. This is not easy in the beginning and
requires real effort.
It is said that habit is the enemy of old age, and this is true at
several levels. First, we perform the same actions at the same time in
the same way and are not fully alive in doing so. We run on automatic pilot. Second, these habits become deeply ingrained habit energies
(vashanas in Sanskrit), and they shape our lives. When they develop
into tendencies (samskaras), they may shape lives to come, and the
person of that time may not know why he or she does certain things
or feels certain urges. This is a form of slavery we have imposed upon
ourselves. One may drink heavily without knowing why, or without
even liking the taste of alcohol; this uncontrollable tendency is a samskara carried over from the habit energies we built in another lifetime.
This is our Karma, and it shapes us
and makes us what we are.
So, in going from bare attention
to heightened awareness, we
are countering these destructive
trends. At one level we become
more alive, more capable of real
joy in everyday life; we become
masters of ourselves. At the deeper
level we begin to undo the strands
of Karma we have woven for ourselves. To achieve heightened
awareness would seem to be very
desirable.
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Foreword
In truth there is no such thing as higher consciousness. There is
only consciousness. But in individuals, the pure consciousness is
usually blocked in varying degrees, so we speak of higher or lower
states of consciousness. The sun is always the same, but when we see
it through heavy clouds, we speak of weak sunshine. In the same way,
pure consciousness – which is everywhere, in every sentient and insentient thing and in every inch of the sky and empty space we see – is
more latent than actual in most beings. It’s obscured by what the Indian
people call tamas (lethargy, ignorance in the larger sense) and by the
vashanas and samskaras (habit energies and tendencies) that make us
what we are and make up our Karma.
When consciousness is dull and obscured, our awareness is extremely limited. As the clouds are brushed away (that is, the habit
energies and other obscuring factors are weakened), awareness grows
from the inside, and it always goes from the limited individual outlook
to the far-reaching universal. The “choiceless awareness” that Krishnamurti speaks of is a good example of consciousness shining without
obscuration, choiceless meaning the obscuring energies are not operating. Normally we operate in a pleasure-pain continuum, seeking those
things that are pleasant to us and avoiding what is painful. This is the
opposite of choiceless awareness and is the result of self-clinging. If
we are aware only of what seems pleasant and unpleasant, this can
hardly be called expanded awareness – rather, it is self-centered activity.
In India the people speak of four states of consciousness – waking,
sleeping, dreaming, and the fourth, unchanging state that underlies
the other three, the Turiya state. Just as the movie screen remains unchanged while we watch the rapidly moving figures that flash upon it,
so the Turiya state (the Reality) is there underlying whatever condition
we are in. Our limited awareness
seldom makes it apparent to us, and
for this reason, we perform certain
disciplines so that we can become
aware of it, sometimes for very
short periods.
All of us have brief glimpses of
the Turiya state, the Reality – perhaps just before falling asleep or
when coming out of anesthesia.
Sometimes, after intense periods of
concentration or prayer, the mind
becomes one-pointed, and we have
an intuition of Reality. Those who
practice* deep meditation of vari-
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“ no matter
how small
the drop
of water
it reflects

ous kinds certainly have frequent short periods in the Turiya state, and these brief touches of Reality can be shattering. There are no
words to describe them, as they are not truly
experiences in the dualistic subject-object relationship. Something has happened, although
nothing that can be remembered. When such
experiences are strong or prolonged, these
flashes can change our lives.

Heightened awareness always begins on the
inside, not being merely a matter of tactile or
sensory occurrence. We begin to be aware of
the vast ocean of consciousness in which we
moon
swim (live and breathe and have our being).
We note our breathing, the ringing in the right
ear or vibration from ear to ear, even the coursing of blood through
the arteries and veins. With the heightened circulation of the Chi (Vital Force or Intrinsic Energy), we begin to have disturbing physical
manifestations; it seems that someone is pulling our hair or insects
are crawling on the face. These are actually salutary signs that something constructive is happening; we are evolving rapidly. Heightened
awareness is the result of this rapid evolving. Higher consciousness
and heightened awareness are not two separate things.

the entire

One of the great drawbacks in helping ordinary, untrained people to
experience an expanded awareness is their inclination toward delusion and illusion – they believe what they want to believe rather than
following their own experience. Not too many years ago I asked
Swami Krishnananda, one of the great saints of present-day India and
almost the last of the Karma Yogis, whether he had ever seen a man
fly through the air. He answered no. Then I asked him if he had ever
heard of one doing so, or knew anyone who had heard. Again he answered no. Yet there are books filled with such allusions, and people
take it for granted that the enlightened man can perform such feats.
Actually, if a sage leans too far over a balcony railing, he will fall. The
body is subject to the law of gravity. Nevertheless, people are eager
to believe, read books by those who have no background themselves,
having probably obtained their material from other books. They accept as gospel all that is written.
This is prevalent in the psychic field
as well as the spiritual realm.
Recently I attended, as a guest,
the opening night of a three-day
retreat being given by a European
psychologist. He spoke vividly of
deep religious experience (which
he seemed to equate with psychosis) and mystical matters in general,
using Sanskrit terms incorrectly and
referring to matters about which
he had no knowledge at all. When
I asked him whether he had experienced deep religious or mystical
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states, the answer was negative. He spoke of bringing the students to a
higher awareness, though it was obvious that his own awareness was
decidedly limited and that he had serious problems of his own. This is
a case of the blind leading the blind. When an elderly woman asked
him about certain states of altered consciousness that she had experienced (usually in connection with coming out of anesthesia or from
a traumatic incident), he showed no understanding of her questions,
which were highly valid, and was unable to answer any of them. He
seemed to have no means of bringing these people to the goal he had
set; rather he seemed to look for some gimmick that would pass the
time. Is this a way to speed up personal evolution and make higher
states possible, if only temporarily?
We know that there are radio and television waves all around us, but
we do not see or feel them. Emotion, breath, ultra-violet rays, speech
and other similar manifestations cannot be seen, yet they are commonplace (though we seldom think of their deeper meanings). So
it should not be startling to know that there are worlds within
worlds of which we usually have no inkling at all. Each grain of
dust may contain universes; many conjecture that outer space holds
other worlds, but these are geographical. As the awareness grows, we
sometimes become distinctly aware that there are other dimensions,
happening at a different rate of vibration, right here and now.
When the great twentieth century sage of India, Ramana Maharshi,
was asked where he would go when he died, he replied, “Where
should I go? I’m here.” Such an answer is usually misunderstood, but
it points to the fact that all life is here now – probably in the past
and future as well as the present. Often we experience events from
the past or the future, if we are the least bit advanced spiritually, but
we talk ourselves out of the experience because the logical mind rejects it. It is surprising under the circumstances that we accept telegraphy, ultrasound and other non-sensory manifestations. A native of a
completely isolated country might find it impossible to believe what
is commonplace to us.
For one to follow the methods [in Heightened Awareness] in working
toward heightened awareness – with the distinct possibility that psychic experiences will also intrude – it is necessary to empty the cup.
A full cup will hold no more. Faithfully following these methods, one
must suspend his likes and dislikes
and be open to what occurs. Sometimes this is more difficult for the
widely read intellectual than for the
simpler person who has no literary
background.

From Heightened Awareness,
excerpted and reprinted
with permission from
Good Karma Publishing
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Seated TCC:

Great For Beginners
& Advanced Students
By Darlene Karasik, Saratoga, California

We discussed this during a break
out session at our T’ai Chi Chih conference this year. Participants were surprised
to discover how little actual movement it
takes to shift the weight from one sitz bone
(what you sit on) to the other in the side to
side movements. Beginner’s seated practice
involves moving hands side to side at waist
level and noticing when the weight shift occurs. For an advanced seated practice, the
awareness shifts to watching the interplay
between the tan t’ien and hands during the
side to side weight shift.
The forward and back weight shift in seated
position occurs with a small rocking forward
and back on the sitz bones – using the pelvic bones (not the upper torso) like a rocking
chair. When alignment is good (or as uplifted
as it can be), it is much easier to experience
moving from the tan t’ien while seated. The
beginner’s practice discovers the comfort
zone of the forward/back movement. To
shift this into an advanced practice, notice
what happens towards the end of the forward
rock. (Resistance? Pressure? Bounce back?
Something else?) Then, on the return back to
neutral, where does that momentum go that
prevents you from leaning backward; what
generates the next forward motion? Can you
feel the tan t’ien initiating the next forward
movement?
Why am I so enthusiastic about seated
TCC?
Seated students have taught me so much
about how to teach seated and standing TCC.
And my disabled students have taught me
even more. Energy is limited and movement
is a great effort for some students, so we take
breaks between movements and practice
“completely relaxing,” which isn’t as easy
as it sounds. We start by noticing how we go
into and out of relaxation. What do we relax
first? Then what? It turns out that this is a
practice most of us can benefit from. Many of
us waste energy holding tension in muscles
even when we are not using them. Just ob14

serving what we are doing seems to change
things. Moving into and out of relaxation
gives those tight neck and shoulder muscles
a chance to relax, and takes some stress off
of our low backs. Who knew doing nothing
(completely relaxing) could have so many
benefits?
Other things my students have taught me
about doing seated TCC include:
Start with what’s most important. It’s
much easier for seated students to learn
grounding into the soles of the feet. Getting
into alignment is much easier for students
when seated. Moving from two inches below the navel can be experienced quite easily
when seated – even though experiencing the
tan t’ien may take more time.

with seated TCC than beginners. Focusing on
the torso movements can be disorienting initially; be prepared to have fun with it. You’ll
be amazed at how quickly your students’
forms improve by adding seated TCC to the
class instruction.
Elbows are another area that don’t get the
attention and training they deserve. Once
students get the seated weight shift down, it’s
time to add in the elbows, which need training not to lift. Lifting elbows adds unneeded
stress to the shoulders and upper back, and it
becomes hard to learn effortless movement.
The effects of lifting the elbows are much
more noticeable to students when they are
seated, so they may self-correct more quickly. In addition, because arm movements are
ContinUeD on paGe 15

“Less is more” is a good plan on many levels in TCC. Learning to move from the tan
t’ien is so important it’s worth teaching without distractions like leg and arm movements.
Hands are either hanging at the side or in rest
position during this part of the practice.
This may seem like a long time for students
to wait to learn the hand and arm movements. This is deliberate. Hand awareness is
distracting to beginners. Because hands are
like “bling” I add them last. Once students
become preoccupied with hands, many have
difficulty noticing their weight shifts. Introducing hand movements too early seems to
slow down many students.
All students will learn faster and their
standing practice will improve dramatically if time is spent learning to move from
the core in a seated position. Once seated
weight shifts are familiar, students who are
able to stand are ready to learn the weight
shift in the standing position.
For students who have already learned the
standing form, learning the seated practice
is equally valuable. Isolating and performing parts of a learned movement requires
an awareness of each part and an ability to
break established patterns. Seated TCC is an
advanced practice for those who have been
doing standing TCC for a while.
Advanced students who have learned the
standing practice may have more problems
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2017
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ContinUeD from paGe 14
easier to connect hand and elbow movements with the weight shift.
Now about those pesky hands… During my 2001 teacher training in Albuquerque, Justin pointed out a teacher candidate and loudly declared she
was “just waving her hands about” and further stated “she was not doing
TCC.” It’s worth stressing to students that it’s a unified, connected movement from the tan t’ien that makes what you are doing TCC – not what
the hands are doing disconnected from the rest of the body.
The great thing about seated TCC is that you can introduce the hand movements in a tight relationship to the weight shift. “Let your hands ride out as
you rock forward, let the momentum circle the hands as your weight shifts
to the other side, and let your hands ride back as you rock back.” Tying the
hand movements to the weight shift makes the hand movements naturally
smaller without being cramped.
Last but not least… Doing a combination of seated and standing practice
is good for students in many ways. Many students have chronic pain issues
and the ability to sit or stand during class helps students notice when they
should be changing positions to avoid pain. Student attention levels tend
to be higher when there are changes from sitting to standing. The process
of sitting and standing several times during class encourages physical and
mental flexibility.
Adding a seated component to a TCC class is fun; I invite you to try
it. Students pick up moving from the core very quickly when there are no
other distracting body parts moving. Students’ arm movements tend to be
smaller when learned seated, and as a consequence, their movements are
softer. Because there is less to notice, students can concentrate more effectively. You may find that your class feels they have become more skillful at
noticing what they are doing during TCC practice.
If you are already a cheerleader for seated TCC, isn’t it wonderful to love
seated TCC as much as a standing practice?

Where in
the World:
Merle Smith
and Susan Barry;
Warsaw, Poland.

Teaching
The Forward &
Back Weight Shift:
One Perspective
By Dora Wiemann, Albuquerque, New Mexico

When teaching new students the movements with
the forward and back weight shift, I try to keep in mind
that they’ve just learned Rocking Motion and Bird Flaps
its Wings and now they’re onto yet another different something. As with anything new, this can be a bit daunting.
I try to keep this fact in mind and help them to learn the
forward and back movement with easy-to-remember steps.
I reiterate that T’ai Chi Chih is done mostly from the waist
down and that we will be practicing what’s happening below the waist first, then integrate the whole body into the
movements. The upper body is relaxed and upright. I invite
them to put their hands on their tan t’ien as well, so that
they have something to do with their hands and get familiar
with where their tan t’ien is.
I have them stand comfortably, bend the knees, then staying at this level, shift the weight to the side that will be the
back leg, and then set the other foot out, landing gently
on the heel with the toes up. I advise them not to take an
extra-long step. That’s working too hard. Just bend the
knees, shift the weight, set the foot out. Easy. I always hear
Carmen in my head telling me those words when I tell
them to my students.
Now that they’re set, I don’t leave them on the back leg
very long. That’s hard on them. I have them move forward
onto the front leg with one knee bent, one knee straight,
but not locked and with the back heel slightly off the floor.
We shift the weight back to the back leg having one knee
bent and one knee straight with the toes up. We shift forward and back on both sides to allow them to get a feel for
the forward and back movements. I’ll also remind them as
we shift the weight all the way forward to be strong in the
front foot and as we shift the weight all the way backward,
to be strong in the back foot. This helps get their attention
in their feet.
Every subsequent class and with almost every forward
and back movement I begin the same way, with the same
words. Bend, shift the weight, set the foot out. Near the end
of the eight weeks of classes, I use the phrase a bit less to
allow them to make it their own. Are they perfect? No. Do
they have some solid instruction to remember? I think so.
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Conference Notes
On The Hip Swivel
By Daniel Pienciak, Howell, New Jersey

When teaching the hip swivel, my first priority
is to first help the student feel a full lateral weight shift
with a waist turn. This means that the feet are placed
so that there is an even and smooth knee bend to either
side, with the opposite leg becoming straighter (but not
feeling any stiffness). The torso remains upright, and the
pelvis feels level at all times. Neither hip rises when the
weight shifts to either side. When the weight is shifted
fully to the left, the navel points in the same direction as
the toes of the left foot (and vice versa for the right side).
Common errors include folks either getting caught up
in the waist turn and then not completing their weight
shift, or the weight shift is stiff and then the waist does
not turn.
When both elements of side-to-side movements are
solidly in place, then I focus on feeling a “loose waist”
(Justin’s words). The hip swivel entails that the entire
pelvic girdle feels loose and pliable and flexible, without
artificially gyrating or mimicking a “hula dance.”
I use two focuses in teaching “hip swivel” with students. The first is feeling the “pelvic tilt” – when the
weight shifts to the left, it feels as though the front of the
lower abdomen drops down (left knee bent, right knee
straight, navel facing off center to the left), and vice versa to the right side. The torso remains upright. The hip
does not rise on either side.
The other is feeling a slight elliptical path of the pelvis:
While the weight first shifts to one side, one feels the
weight slightly more back on the heels. While the weight
shifts back to the other side, one feels the weight slightly
more forward across the balls (front) of the feet.
There are two very important things that teachers must
understand regarding the swivel. First, it should happen
naturally (without doing anything artificially) as a result
of smooth and equal bending of the knees and turning
the waist while relaxed. The other is that men and women might feel the swivel (ellipse/pelvic tilt) differently.
I once spoke to a joint and muscle medical professional
who pointed out that men and women are constructed
differently in the pelvis. This is why it is important to try
to help folks to feel the looseness and natural flexibility
of the pelvic girdle, and not focus too much on precise
mechanics.

Demystifying The Taffies
By Donna McElhose, Wildwood, Illinios

Amy Tyksinski and I volunteered to talk about how we teach Pully Taffy
at this year’s conference. We were each given ten minutes to explain how we teach
beginning students the taffies.
We finally had five minutes to catch up with each other and discussed how we instruct
Pulling Taffy. When we discovered we teach it about the same way, we thought it
would be more fun to co-demonstrate the taffies. (Turns out it was fun, but writing
this? Not so much.)
First, we discussed and showed how we teach the T’ai Chi side step. Yes, we know
teachers would have instructed the T’ai Chi side step in Carry the Ball to the Side; but
we wanted to stress how important it is that students are very comfortable with the
side-to-side movement. The basic instructions carry through to all “the taffies,” and
with a good foundation in the side side step, your studetns will be ready for the first
Pulling Taffy instructions.
Here are some ways we prepare our students for the T’ai Chi side step for the sideto-side movements.
At the beginning of a new course or the second week, I show the students some exercises to practice before the week of class instruction on the T’ai Chi side step.
• Using a Wall: Stand with back against wall. Remember to soften the knees. Keep
the shoulders against the wall but allow the tan t’ien to turn to the side. Students can
feel the shoulders trying to turn also. This gives them feedback on how they are moving and can isolate different parts of body. You can then have them shift the weight left
and right, and turn from the tan t’ien, still using the wall.
• Stand Away from the Wall: Remember to soften the knees. Students sink, take a
regular step to the side, and with the softened knees, they practice shifting the weight
and rotating the tan t’ien without doing the T’ai Chi side step. This allows them to
get used to the feeling of what they are doing; they see it is something they have done
before.
Then add the waist/hip rotation and get the feeling of that.
Then practice winding up and keeping the tan t’ien turned after taking the side step.
Practice both sides.
They may practice several times in one direction, stepping in after each weight shift.
Then practice the other direction. Repeat as the students need to practice.
Check to see if they are gliding, shifting the weight from leg to leg. They can practice
taking the yin foot off to be sure all the weight is on one leg, and then the other.
• Use a Flashlight: You hold it at the tan t’ien. Students can see the tan t’ien movement. It really helps them see the turn of the tan t’ien. This will help them feel the tan
t’ien in their movements.
ContinUeD on paGe 17
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ContinUeD from paGe 16
• Partner Practice: Use two students. Student
“A” asks permission to touch student “B.” A
then places one finger against one shoulder
of B, as B practices moving the tan t’ien. B
can feel the shoulders trying to move and then
knows to focus on moving the waist and hips
and shifting their weight. When B gets it, they
switch places.
• Rotating just the Hips: Hands on hips; take
a side step; soften the knees. Start moving the
hips left, front, right, and back. Get the students to move the hips in a circle around in
one direction a few times – and then reverse
the direction. You can start with just front and
back, then just side-to-side, and then in circles. Check the knees are softly bent. Keep the
knees soft.
• There are many ways to practice loosening the hips: On the floor, on a bed, whatever.
You can bring the knees up, keep them together, and let them softly fall to one side, and then
the other. Practicing helps with flexibility in
the hip movements. The goal is to have the
knees touch the surface you are on.
• Yes, in the actual movement, the head/
neck and shoulders have movements. They
are not ridged. Head/neck are soft and move a
little; shoulders move a bit more; the shifting
weight gliding across from leg to leg gives the
tan t’ien the most turning, like the shape of a
pyramid. Head at the top, shoulders down to
about middle, and hips at the bottom.

even with the line/cord? It may take a bit of
practice to get the feet and toes correct. Some
problems may be the foot is ahead of the line,
behind it, on the line, or pointed to the side,
etc. With focused attention, the body will learn
the feel of the correct position when the foot is
stepping out to the side.
Note: In my practice, I have found if my toes
are not at a certain angle, my hip joints feel
restricted and I cannot flow softly to the side; I
am blocked at the hips. If I just move the toes
outward a little bit, a quarter inch at a time,
then check to see if there is freedom of full
weight shift, the tan t’ien flows without feeling restricted. I check both sides.
I have the students practice this so they can
feel the difference in blocked hips and freedom of movement when everything is in
alignment. The students practice this self-correction and find they flow side-to-side more
fully; their tan t’ien is free to flow also.
Play around with changing your feet (too
straight, too far out, just right). Explore this
yourself; see if it makes a difference for you
and your students.
Another piece of the T’ai Chi side step to consider is the actual stepping out to the side. Often students are able to wind-up the tan t’ien
and all the weight is on one leg. But when
they take the step, there is usually a release of
the tan t’ien back to the middle. This is like
a loss of power to a car or a

plane. Now there is no energy left to carry the
arms in the movement.
Check point: the tan t’ien after the step. It is
still held in the wind-up position. The leg extends to the side step, the heel touches the surface, and then the knee soften. The softening
of the knee is the invitation for the movement
to begin gliding to the side. As the right leg is
straightening the tan t’ien flows with the long
gradual gliding motion to the other side, to a
full weight shift, then the steps in.
To clarify this long gliding motion to the side,
think of it in two parts. The knee softens and
invites the shifting weight toward it. About the
time one feels they are almost to the center of
the shifting, notice the right leg is starting to
straighten. As it straightens, the tan t’ien flows
to the left. You now have all the weight and the
tan t’ien on the left. Step in and the tan t’ien
is facing front.
In all the side-to-side movements the tan t’ien
influences the movement of the arms and
palms. If you can relax your arms and elbows
(not try to do something with them, but feel
the movement and follow the tan t’ien), you
will find the arms move into the position for
the movement with very little effort. Find the
softness each time you move your tan t’ien.
Let it be the practice – rather than you doing
the practice. The Chi will guide you if you get
out of the way.

Now for the T’ai Chi Side Step:
Amy and I use the floor to check the student’s
feet when first start practicing the T’ai Chi side
step. If there are no lines on the floor, I use
a length of cord. At the conference, we gave
each teacher a cord to use. Thin string would
be too soft for the students to lay flat, but use
whatever you like. Using the cord helped everyone see where their feet really were and if
there were any mistakes when stepping to the
side. Students are able to see the alignment of
their feet after the step.
Check point: the Feet. Before the first step
out, check that the feet have toes touching the
cord. Take the step to the side and check. Are
both feet at the same angle? Are the toes still
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Dispatch From Folsom Prison

Check-Ins By “The Guys” About Their TCC Class
Compiled by Julie Heryert, El Dorado, California

My practice allows me to make choices, not react. It is such a big part of my life. I see how we each have a story that will benefit others.
I feel like I can be a part of life. T’ai Chi Chih helps me to get away from the madness of life, to a place where I can feel who I really am. – GeorGe r.
I’ve spent 19 years in different prisons, taking different classes. I came to Folsom and felt frustrated because I didn’t feel led, called to do anything.
Then GR told me to try this class. He kept nagging me, so I figured I’d just do one class. Well this class has been a saving grace. It is like I’ve found
why I’m at Folsom, what I’m here for. I feel the Chi flowing; it’s amazing. I’ve tried to explain it to my family. They aren’t sure what to think of it,
but I hope to give them a taste of it. – Lonyae t.
When I was checking out the flyer for this class, the other guys were saying, “Aw, that’s just a bull-*#^! class,” but I signed up anyway. The slow
movements shift me to a good place, where I feel peace. There is a huge burden lifted off me. I have met a lot of good friends in here and have learned
how to relate to people from diverse backgrounds. – thornton w.
This practice has given me an experience I’ve never had in my life: a peace of mind
that gets me through my day. This is such a stressful place but this class helps me
to get through it. – raymonD m.
I’ve been doing this class for a few years, and it helps me to keep growing. Life just
gets better and better. I get serenity, a sense of groundedness and stability. I learn to
grasp the Now, to be content in the moment. – riCk m.
I’ve been in class three months but I’ve been reading up on Taoism. I feel the Chi
and it’s amazing. My fingertips begin to sweat. It’s this icy, hot feeling. I showed
Mari because I was so excited about it. I love the diversity of this class. It takes me
beyond cultural boundaries and connects me on a spiritual level with you guys. –
aben a.
I’ve been doing this practice for 10 years, and it’s been the most life changing class.
It’s better than all the other courses in prison put together. In four weeks I’ll find out
if I’m leaving this place. When I’m on the outside, I want to pay for the cost of this banquet. – harvey J.
This is very new, but I definitely feel like something is here. Something is happening. I notice that out there (on the yard) I’m getting angry faster. I
feel more emotional. But in here, in this class, something happens. This is something I’ve been looking for, for a long time. It’s a way to feel happy.
It’s what’s been missing in my life. Something I need no matter how my day goes. – riCharD p.
We sit here together and we are a circle of light. This morning during this share, and in class, I’ve received so much from everyone here. It fills up
my tank and brings joy to a hollow world. I give thanks to you teachers, and this
circle of guys. – tyrone J.
Prison is a very adverse environment with a lot of stress. I can get pretty angry –
rageful – but here I can get myself grounded and balanced. I find that center. There
is so much that goes on in my mind, and this class really helps me out. – herman r.
What comes to mind, above all else, as I sit here again with all of you, is transformation. A few days ago I attended the funeral of my first TCC teacher, my teacher
of 23 years. She requested that her memorial begin with 10 minutes of TCC, and so
I had the privilege of leading that practice. She has transformed from her body, this
vehicle, to her next adventure. And now I’m here with you, another day of transformation. And on Saturday it is World T’ai Chi and Qigong Day, a global day of practice, meditation, prayer and healing. It certainly is a powerful week for me. – sanDy
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Dispatch From Folsom Prison

Update From Folsom

Gratitude

By Julie Heryert, El Dorado, California

By Lisa Stroyan, Fort Collins, Colorado

The most important message to relay from the dedicated
students in the Folsom T’ai Chi Chih class is “thank you for the
fans.” The two industrial-sized fans purchased with your donations
have been life changing. Summers are brutal at Folsom, and the
chapel where we hold class is often 90+ degrees. Men would often
sit during practice, and many didn’t come to class at all. With fans,
attendance has increased and men just want to hang out with our
class.

“If you will be in the Sacramento area on a Thursday...” caught my attention at the 2017 teacher conference, when

The class is large and thriving; we have 33 students with a waiting list of about 20. Thanks to a donation from the NORCAL TCC
group we will soon have textbooks for everyone. A few months ago
I posted flyers in Building 2, which houses more difficult inmates,
and have given them priority as it is a more stressful building. Several have started coming to class and love it.
In July, [TCC Teacher] Lisa Stroyan visited; see her story below. I
encourage more of you to visit, as it is such a special treat for the
men to meet you in person.
I recently attended a powerful presentation for Folsom staff from
the Los Angeles Anti-Recidivism Coalition (ARC). A panel of
former inmates spoke to the guards about the role they played in
these men’s lives during their incarceration. When it came time for
questions, I spoke up: “I’d like to hear about any programs you
did, aside from academic or pre-release, that were helpful to you.
For example, I teach a moving meditation class here in the chapel
once a week.” I looked directly at Scott Budnick, a former Hollywood director, founder of ARC and friend of former Folsom TCC
student Franky Carrillo. And I continued, “I know when Franky
Carrillo was here, this class helped him tremendously.” I received a
smile and fist thump over his heart
from Budnick. After it was over I
introduced myself and he gave
me a big hug saying, “Any friend
of Franky’s is a friend of mine.”
I shared with him my dream of
making a documentary about the
Folsom TCC class to show in other prisons. He was interested and
we have exchanged emails.
Like so many other teachers who
work with special populations, I
feel fortunate to share TCC with
the men at Folsom, and to witness
their healing, growth and transformation. In the process, I have
been healed in return.
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Julie Heryet invited us to visit the T’ai Chi Chih class at Folsom
Prison. I was moved by the testimonials her students shared during
the banquet last Spring so I arranged to attend Julie’s class during a
planned trip to Northern California.
Brightly blooming crepe myrtle trees lined the streets of Folsom in
the heat of July. The prison, a state historical site on a hill at the base
of Lake Folsom, felt like a stone fortress. After some identification
checks, sign-ins, and locked gates, we walked through a cellblock,
stacked grids of tiny rectangular cells originally designed for one,
but housing two prisoners each, with barely room for a top and bottom bunk, a small aisle, and a toilet and sink. We averted our eyes to
offer what little privacy we could. Julie’s students often share that
there isn’t enough room to practice TCC in their cells.
The TCC class met in the chapel, a separate building which houses
resources and services for many religions. Julie and her assistant
Mari keep a library of books, handouts, and materials about T’ai
Chi Chih for students to use here. Some send copies of handouts to
their families on the outside, to convey how meaningful this practice has become.
I was acutely aware of the privilege and luck that put me on my
current path. I wasn’t afraid, but subconsciously braced for defensiveness from these inmates, posturing, anger at the world. Instead
I was met with kindness, protectiveness and reassurance. We sat in
a circle. I shared my journey with TCC and chronic illness, and they
shared their TCC journeys and what it means to them. Many talked
about the peace and calm they find (during class and permeating
their lives) and the energy they feel. I
often heard that TCC was life-changing. Our practice felt cohesive and
connected, intentional and important. Meeting them had a strong impact on me: No matter where we are
in our struggles, there is always a
place where we are connected, and
TCC can bring us to this place.
It’s courageous to be vulnerable, to
open one’s heart in the face of constant adversity. To the class at Folsom, thank you for your openness
and courage. I was with you in spirit from Colorado for the Circle of
Lights practice, but I loved practicing with you in person. Thank you,
and I’ll come back when I can.
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Seijaku / Meditation
Retreat
August 2017, Aston, Pennsylvania

TCC Intensive
May 2017, Buffalo, Minnesota
By Ev Hanson-Florin (St Paul)
and Nancy Werner-Azarski (Minneapolis), Minnesota

By Dan Pienciak, Howell, New Jersey

Standing at the ocean’s edge, watching waves ripple in and
out at low tide, the gentle pulling out and coming back in, feels soft
like TCC. At high tide, and especially when standing in the surf,
one can’t help but be aware of the strength of the undertow. This
hard pull signifies that a big wave is coming in, and those of us who
know the ocean’s character brace ourselves with the proper stance.
Being properly grounded is critical. We know that when the big one
comes, it will hit the beach hard. If one isn’t well grounded, one will
quickly realize the full force of the ocean’s energy.
– Lorry marketta
Seijaku feels like high tide, not only from the enhanced flow of
Chi during practice but when combined with turiya meditation. It
washed away some of my outworn attitudes, ideas, feelings and
fears with its undertow. This emptying out cleared an opening for
the great wave of Chi with Seijaku. My grounded stance, open desire and movements worked with the great ocean of energy. The
feeling leaves me awash on the shore of my awareness in humble
gratitude, at one with those in this ocean of Chi. – JaCk weaver
My goals for the retreat were to calm my whirling mind and share
the experience with those of like spirit. My brain goes 100 miles
a minute and I need to slow it down once in awhile. I know how
to meditate but don’t do it as
often as I should. This retreat
was a good way to remind
me. I also needed to get back
into TCC on a more consistent basis. I don’t know
why it’s so hard to practice
without a group. I feel the
Chi flow very strongly when
practicing alone but enjoy it
so much more with a group
of dedicated people.
– karen hornberGer

Front Row: Pat Price, Mary
Ann Yurcisin, April Leffler.
Middle Row: Kent Jarrett,
Dan Pienciak, Mary Schapker Back row: Jim Christenson, Fran Alexander, John
Hunter, Suanne Lewis, Carolyn Clausen-Andrew.
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Learning the bits and pieces of movements, integrating them into the whole movement and applying the principles will
challenge me. To experience all of this in the company of warm and
enthusiastic T’ai Chi Chih practitioners was a joy.
– Dorothy waLLevanD
I loved the attention to alignment, and the excellent tips and techniques to check for proper alignment and remain mindful of it. It
was a joy to be in Sandy’s presence and in the company of such
a lovely group, at times playful, funny, serious and sacred (if you
will). – Dympna mCConneLL
The time sped by and morning became lunch and afternoon glided into dinner. By the time the evening sessions were over, I was
pleasantly tired and slipped into a peaceful sleep until day broke
and we began again. If I ever doubted that Chi truly flows, the past
five days have changed my mind. Energy flowed around and over,
back and forth, in and out, and up and down until it was time to say
goodbye. – LinDa ZeLiG
The intensive is a great opportunity to deepen the understanding
of principles and practice, to meet other practitioners and to get a
better sense of the community. Sandy is an amazing teacher with
her systematic, open, fun and inquisitive teaching style. My gratitude also goes to Ev and
Nancy who organized
the Intensive and helped
support us, and to the reminder there is a bigger
TCC community supporting us on this journey. – siLvia yUen
Gentle, welcoming and
focused. Demonstration
and practice in refining
and deepening movements. Felt the effects
in my body right away.
Best of all: work and
play with an amazing
group of fellow students
and teachers.
– mary strom
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TCC Intensive

Workshop

September 2017,
Aston, Pennsylvania

September 2017,
Boulder, Colorado

By April Leffler, Prospect Park, Pennsylvania

By Eliza Fulton (Glenwood Springs, Colorado)
and Gloria Thral (Boulder, Colorado)

The role of T’ai Chi Chih host at events is a privilege. I have the opportunity to work with all the teacher trainers
and experience their perspectives. I also meet new (and old) TCC
fans and witness changes that inevitably take place. Below are
more reflections from Aston participants:
“This intensive was extremely useful in examining the foundations
of movements, the weight shifts, foot placement and pelvic girdle
movements. They were examined carefully and the intricacies of
release and a full weight shift were valuable to practice, experience
and observe.” – sUanne Lewis, teaCher
“I was impressed by the positive attitude of everyone. Learning to
lead with my waist and learning the two hand positions (open and
neutral wrists) were very helpful.”
– CaroLyn CLaUson-anDrews, stUDent
“As an aging teacher it was wonderful to discover ways to move
that eased my growing physical limitations. Experiencing stability,
softness and continuity through energy generated from the tan t’ien
and released from the waist, I can work less and still get the benefits.” – mary sChapker, teaCher
“Intensive is correct. There were four hours of training and practice
on each of the full days, and discussions in the evening. Diverse
viewpoints from participants with wide-ranging levels of experience maximized the learning. I felt I’d entered into one large, cosmic practice that continued for days. This built stamina, and it also
brought joy. I began to realize that, yes, TCC
can be a way of life.” – kent Jarratt, teaCher
“Practicing TCC under the watchful eyes of
skilled trainers was unnerving until you realized that everyone was there for the same reason: to improve your ability and awareness of
what TCC provides. Many attendees were accredited teachers there for a tune-up and others
were preparing to become accredited instructors.” – John hUnter, stUDent
“Finding one’s core is more elusive than I
imagined; it’s also akin to discovering one’s
source of strength. Even after years of teaching, I learned that I had some misconceptions
about yinning and yanging. I also realized that
there was a missing piece in my practice.”
– franCes aLexanDer, teaCher
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Our day at Camp Paul Hummel was facilitated by Dr.
Janet M. Oussaty. It was an intimate gathering of people new to
T’ai Chi Chih and a couple who had practiced for a while. It was a
misty, cool and magical day, like we were having the workshop in
the clouds. What came through loudly and clearly was how differently each of the TCC teachers are as they express inner sincerity.
Janet led group practices with images of nature and being on top of
the mountain in the mist.
“Find your circle” with Around the Platter let the body rise and fall
with the breeze or gentle ocean waves; you could feel the ebb and
flow. She reminded us to feel our feet, to be aware of the tan t’ien
and its energy. It was a visual kaleidoscope. Janet suggested as we
were yinning and yanging that we really feel the knees opening
and, as they bend, that it’s like a doorway opening to let Chi flow
in.
Allow the wrists to expand and contract as if they are breathing.
As you move back and forth, the pelvis is flexible, like you are
sitting on a log rolling forward and back. With Light at the Top of
the Head, we visualized a fountain moving the wrists open as the
waters bubbled upward. Polish the apple, rest and release. With
Joyous Breath, feel the air getting heavier as you rise.
Each movement had its own expressions, with nature always acting as the guiding force. With the feet and tan t’ien as the focus, we
connected with natural rhythm in the cosmos.
The “Taffies” were especially fun. We pictured
the hand that was up holding a small animal
in the palm of our hand. We used the opposite
hand to pet the animal all the way across its
long tail. We closed by turning the hand downward and dropping the little animal back into
its own little basket on the seat beside us. We
then repeated the actions on the other side. It
was lighthearted and everyone was able to do
it.
Clarity of teaching, using images of nature,
touched our hearts and brought us into stillness together. It was easy to relate to visions
of nature and feel its natural cycles, circles and
rhythms. Find yours; let it guide you into the
stillness of the mountains where you can roam.
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Seijaku
Class
Benefits
Report
By Carmen Brocklehurst,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
• JUDy: Feet on fire; more awareness
• robert: Feel more tingling all
over the body, sometimes it feels
itchy, but scratching does not make
it go away.
• shari: Feel everyone else’s Chi,
and that helps me feel my own
Chi.
• broCk: Breathe into the tan t’ien
without my lower back tightening
up; the word “hard” had my whole
body tensing before.
• sUsan: Feel more focused after
practice; it grounds me.
• mary w: Learned to let go even
if I’m not doing Seijaku.
• LinDa: Able to stay more focused
with this work; really integrating; all of it puts me in a more
harmonized space of body, mind
and spirit.
• Dora: Feel more energy flow
with much less effort.
• JoyCe: More awareness of the
breath spilling over the tan t’ien.
• sanDra: Been practicing at home
and it’s given me the inspiration to
do it more.
• simon: Change of energy going
on; when I do Seijaku, the floor
appears wavy, but I feel grounded;
I’ve reduced my blood pressure
medication by half and cut back on
my diabetes medication.
• rUDy: Working on feeling the
breath and letting go; overall I feel
a sense of balance.
• Johnny: Feel encircled and embraced by the Chi.
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Seijaku,
Post-Conference
By Lisa S, Fort Collins, Colorado

Learning Seijaku has been an interesting adventure. After being accredited
and now auditing Seijaku for the second time,
I feel I am finally getting it. – bobbie
This was the second Seijaku training I’ve attended in 15 years. I like incorporating some
of the movements into my TCC practice. This
time around allowed me to experience “doing
too much” physically and helped me use my
intention more effectively. I can now ground
the Chi more easily. – DarLene karasik
The crown of the head is in the top, slightly
back. If you look at a baby’s head, the crown is
where the circle of hair begins. Draw up your
spine with the string of pearls from the center.
The chin naturally comes down and the gaze is
softened forward. When I learned this in Seijaku, my posture and practice changed entirely. My intent going into Seijaku was to learn
to ground. I learned to ground by standing tall,
from the crown of my head to the soles of my
feet. – hoLLy trenary
This experience has taken a weight off my
shoulders. My life has focused on the hardness
for a long time. I’ve discovered the focus is
on softness, with the hard being a facilitator
for the soft, that speeding up is done by letting
go. I learned to take a deep breath in the in-between, to slow down, and to allow my circles
to finish. Now I anticipate the softness. Trusting pranja means letting go of what doesn’t
serve and allowing in what’s needed. It means
being available, being in the realm of intention. And it means just being. There is always
more softness to be found. – Lisa stroyan
The last few years, in addition to regular practice of TCC and sporadic practice of Seijaku,
I have been doing daily spiritual exercises. I
have been recording my dreams and learning
to interpret them. Sometimes the snippets appear in my waking life. I see my next step will
be the study of prajna because I see that the
Chi is my friend and I want to know it better.
– LaUrie thomas

Now
Chi flows
Seijaku
Moves within me
Hard and soft
And brings
Joy
– Leya

Feel
The push
Breaking through
Resistance gone
Softness down
More Chi
Flows
– parker reynoLDs

If
You make
Friends with the
Chi you will have
A long and
Healthy
Life
– parker reynoLDs

Seijaku
One day I was feeling a little blue
When I was encouraged to try Seijaku
Meeting resistance then pushing through
Shifting yet anchored, a grounding like glue
Once a mystery, I now had a clue;
Seijaku will teach me Seijaku!
Friends with the Chi and no longer blue,
Try daily practice, to thine own Chi be true!
– mario Di GesU

Haiku Frees Ideas
Seijaku Essence flies free
Both are friends of mine
– anon
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Conference 2018 & The Lighter Side

empty our cups when we get correction on our moves. (How often do
we hear: so and so taught it that way, I learned it this way.) We need to
empty our cups when we think things “should” be done “our” way, and
they are not. That’ll do for now. As I always tell my students, I offer
seeds, and if they resonate, take them. If not, throw them out.

The Serious Side Of The
Lighter Side When
Flowing From Emptiness
By Sharon Sirkis, Columbia, Maryland

When I read your 2018 conference theme, April [Leffler],
what popped into my head at a late hour was the opposite. What happens when I’m not flowing from emptiness, when I’m trying to figure
everything out (since I like to analyze things), trying to find reasons for
things, when I’m not trusting, not going with the flow… and how that
creates worry, tension, fear and anxiety.
The flip side? How easy and effortless it is when I trust, when I’m in
the flow, how peaceful and content it is.
On a different note, when I used to teach karate, I would often tell the
“empty your cup” story. When the disciple asks the master to teach
him (after bragging to the master what he knew), they sit down and
have a cup of tea. The master told the disciple to pour himself a cup of
tea, and he did. Then he told him to pour another cup (for the master)
and he would tell him when to stop pouring. The disciple poured the
tea and was waiting for the master to tell him when to stop when the
tea was coming close to the top of the cup. But the master kept quiet.
Of course the tea overflowed and spilled all over the place. The master
told the disciple that he was like that cup, so full of all his preconceived notions about things and everything he thought he knew, that
there was no room to let anything in. The master told the disciple:
empty your cup, then he would be able to teach him, then there would
be room for the learning.

Where in
the World:
Pia Roe; Costa
Rica (above).
Pia Roe’s cousin
in tiny Almunge,
Sweden (left).

So what does this have to do with the price of eggs, you may ask?
I’m not sure, I just felt like rambling. To connect the dot, we need to

The Lighter Side

The Lighter Side
By Sharon Sirkis, Columbia, Maryland
At the end of my college class, I hand out an evaluation form. In response to the question, “Do you feel you have been helped by learning
T’ai Chi Chih?” one student said, “Yes, it’s very peaceful and weirdly healing.”
~~~~
I use natural light when I teach, since fluorescents bother my eyes. On one rainy day, though, I had no choice but to use fluorescent lights.
There were two wall switches, each lighting different ceiling panels.
I turned one switch on, then the other, and I kept alternating between them, asking the class which set of lights they preferred. After asking, “How is this?” or “Is this better?” I chuckled and said that I feel like I’m at the eye doctor’s when they ask me to read the eye chart.
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Contacts

Community Calendar

Originator: Justin Stone

For the most up-to-date info and event PDFs, see www.taichichih.org/events

Guide & Teacher Trainer:
Sandy McAlister
24835 Second St, Hayward, CA 94541
510-582-2238 / mcalister19@comcast.net

DATE / WHAT & WHERE / CONTACT

Teacher Trainer:
Pam Towne Duncan
234 Hoover St, Oceanside, CA 92054
442-222-8332 / pamtowne@gmail.com

Nov 2-5 | TCC Retreat w/ Pam | San Antonio, TX | Alice Holden | 210-787-8476
Nov 16-19 | TCC Intensive w/ Daniel | Albuquerque, NM | Mark Kwasman | 505-358-5371

Teacher Trainer:
Daniel Pienciak
PO Box 231, Bradley Beach, NJ 07720
732-988-5573 / wakeupdaniel@aol.com

~ 2018 ~
Mar 3-9 | TCC Teacher Accreditation w/ Pam | Aston, PA | April Leffler | 610-809-7523
May 11-14 | TCC Teacher Symposium w/ Sandy | Aston, PA | April Leffler | 610-809-7523

The Vital Force:
P.O. Box 92674, Albuquerque, NM 87199
kim@kimgrant.com / 617-901-9628

~ MORE WORKSHOPS & RETREATS ~

Good Karma Publishing, Inc.:
sales@gkpub.com

Postings here are open to all teachers offering events wholly devoted to TCC.
Nov 10-12 | TCC & Heightened Awareness Retreat w/ April Leffler

T’ai Chi Chih Foundation:
PO Box 517
Midland, NJ 07432

Aston, PA | April Leffler | 610-809-7523
Apr 26-29 | Learn Seijaku Retreat w/ Carmen Brocklehurst

Web Site Changes:
changes@taichichih.org

Albuquerque, NM | Judy Hendricks | 505-573-0820

facebook.com/taichichih
The Founding Fathers were totally
stressed out with writing, ratifying,
starting a fire company and a hospital, leading the Continental Army,
and lots more around the homestead
in Philadelphia. These guys had a
lot going on! Imagine what else they
would have accomplished (with less
stress) had they practiced T’ai Chi.
Chih.

instagram.com/taichichih
pinterest.com/taichichih
twitter.com/taichichih
flickr.com/photos/taichichih
youtube.com/tccabq

Subscribe to The Vital Force
We encourage you to renew or subscribe on-line with a credit card
by visiting www.taichichih.org, where single back issues are also
available.
Contact Information
Name ________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________

Vital Force Subscription Information
Teachers are automatically included in the Teacher Directory; please
check below if you do not want this.
( ) I DO NOT want to be listed in the Teacher Directory or on the
Web site.
Delivery within or outside the U.S..
1 year at $50; 2 years at $95; 3 years at $140

$_____

City, State, Zip

________________________________________

Donation for The Vital Force outreach, to maintain
www.taichichih.org or to help others subscribe

$_____

Phone / Email

________________________________________

Total amount

$_____

Teacher Accreditation Information
Date you were accredited as a T’ai Chi Chih teacher

_______

Date you were accredited as a Seijaku teacher

_______

Name of the teacher who taught you T’ai Chi Chih
Name of “second signature”

Please call 617-901-9628 or visit www.taichichih.org/the-vital-force
with your credit card or send a check or money order, payable to
“The Vital Force,” to:
The Vital Force
P.O. Box 92674
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2674
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